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Biblio aphy 
1j are inevitable; the foundation is established. 
There will be no attempt made i n this study t o prove ar.ything . 
:: Rather , it is desi red to point out certai n ess entials whi ch are faiililiar to 
I 
1
, all but which are unfortunately i gnore_ by many i n actions. For the truth 
il 
i s i n 1 the doing and the bei ng, not i n the saying". 
Many of these essenti als mus t be emphasized if we are to be more 
than cas ally concerned in advancing t he health a..11d welfare of our people . 
The f ocus of the stu is to evaluate the present pattern of 
1 
hospital in the light of opinions of patients . I t may serve t o sti mulate 
1 a broader and deeper cons iderati on of any probla~s which affect the 
;, ult,j.Jnate of excellence i n servi ce to our patients i n the hospi tal :- whether 
physical, emotional, or spiritual. 
The problem, si mply defi ned, is to determine whether or not 
patients gen~rally are sati sfied with the service they are receiving. 
11 
• patient entering a hospital is little concerned wi th the administration 
, of the institution as such. He is a.ll-i.rnporta.nt to hi...1J1Self and assumes 
• his right t o demand that the hospital, as a public institut ion, serve him. 
·I I n other words ; the service rendered to him is uppermost in his mind. What 
he thinks of t he service is whB. t he thinks of the hospit al t hereafter and 
'I 
! i s a persuasive factor in his acceptance of that particular hospital fo 
future needs. If he is sati sfied, he wi ll s el l t he hospital to his friends 
and relatives. And what hospital is not dependent upon public support? 
Included i n the survey are the following types of hospitals : 
I. A general hospital located in Boston. 
II . A general hospital located outside of Boston , with the 
t hought in mind t hat the pat ients contacted there might 
ii 
L 
i ii 
====~==============================~~===--~ -=~==================~F======== 
express t he publ ic attitude of people from a rural area, 
many of whom could not afford the large Boston hospitals 
and have had no e1q)erience in them. 
III. A maternitJr hospital. It has been pointed out tha t 1 um'ledrt 
mot1ers should receive as high quality care as is given t o 
other mother s" .1. This situat i on presents a special problem 
i n the matter of public relat ions of a hospital. 
questi onn2.ire directed to thi s group o.f patients should show 
how t 1ese pat i ents feel i n regard to the service they are 
receiving. It could in part re.flect somewb..1.t the true 
attitude of those r endering care. 
A pri11ted questionnaire (See Appendix I) with a letter o.f ex-
I planation (See Appendix II) was given personally to appr oximately two-
hundred patients in each of the general hospitals and t o one hundred 
11 materni ty pat ients i n a hospital cari ng for illlWed mothers. As a part of 
the sur..rey, questionnaires were also sent t o a group o.f nurses who have 
1 been patients . No one lmows better t han a nurse what hospital service 
should be. Obviously , t herefore, the opinion of t his group, would be an 
asset i n an attempt to improve quality. It is only nat ural to suppose t hat 
if one knows 1vhat he should receive, he will be accurate i n his cr i t icisms 
I of ·what he did receive and complaints of what was lacking. 
The quest ionnaires were received with great enthusiasm by the 
I pat ients ~d t hey were very appr eciative of t he opportunity t o tell what 
, they thought . The number of quest i ons to be answered was unimportant to 
· t hem and is a point to be consider ed in a future survey. Far many more 
~ills, Alden Be Hospital Public Relations. Physician's Record Co., 
Chica go, 1939, p. 61 
1 inquiries might have been made with no resistance on the part of' the 
pat ients. 
The questionnaire was drafted to cover the major hospi tal services 
'· which affect patient s personally and about which patients are concerned, 
Th."Unely, 
I. Admitting and Discharging Services 
II. Nursing Service 
III. Service of Nonprofessional Personnel 
IV. Care of Environment 
v. DietaJ:f Service 
VI. Reception of Visitors 
Space was provided for any other cr iticisms and also for arrJ 
suggestions which the pat ients mig.'flt wish to offer. 
The name of the hospital appears nowher e on the form. For pU...""'!JOSes 
of differentiating between the hospitals, different colored paper was used 
I 
1: for the questionnaire for each different group. 
Pat,i ent s are reluctant to criticize openly, but given an oppor-
li tunity to do so anon.,vmously with the as surance that identity of the i nform-
: ant is absolutely lost, they were quite willing to co-operate - i n fact, 
quite anr.ious. 
'i 
'i The questionnaires, when completed, were returned directly to 
1 
t he Administrator of the hospital for first and irnmed.i.ate consideration. 
· Evaluation 'as made of suggestions by the pat ient s and in many instances 
I 
the requests we r e carried out. Each cr iticism was discussed with the proper 
1 person and plans made for the eliminati on of the difficulties. 
iv 
----.r----
Possible indications of the answers to the folloYri.ng questions 
'may be gathered from the results of the survey: 
I! 
1\ 
I 
II 
,, 
II 
I. Do attitudes differ i n hospitals serving a rural area? 
II. Does hospital i nsurance influence attitudes of patients? 
Does it create an atmosphere of expectancy rather tl~ 
appreciation? In other words, do patients dema~d more 
because it incurs no additional expense to them? 
III. Do men or women have more criticisms? 
IV. Do 11unwed" mothers give evideme of a feeling of 
prejudice on the part of the hospital staff? 
V. Do nurses as patients feel that hospitals give adequate 
and satisfactory ser:vi ce? 
v 
l. 
11THESE COR..JUDORS AND STAIP.S OF STONE AND IRON" 
ENTER PATIENT 
The morning mists still haunt the stony street; 
The northern summer air i shrill and cold; 
And lo, the Hospital, grey, quiet, old, 
Where Life and Death, like friendly chafferers meet . 
Thro' the loud spaciousness and draughty gloom 
A small, strange child - so aged yet so young! 
Her little arm besplinted and beslung, 
recedes me gravely to the waiting room ~ 
I limp behind, my confidence all gone, 
The grey-haired soldier-porter waves me on, 
And on I cra:wl, and still my spirits fail. 
A tragic meanness so to environ 
These corridors and stairs of stone and iron, 
Cold, naked, clean - half-workhouse and half-jail"~-· 
In these few lines Mre Henley tells a VJhole story of human re-
I 
1
lations - or ratl~r the lack of human r e ati ons . These are the poet's 
1
observations and reactions to conditions in an Edinburgh hospital in the 
lyear 1873 • 
. , 
'1. Henly, 1H. E. Poems . New York, Charles Scribner 's Sons~ 1912. 
~-~~~-~~~==-=-=-~-=-==~=-=·============================================================fr======= 
For many centuries, care in illness was given by anyone at han 
knew what to do or was resourceful. Since religion and medicine were 
1 
so early united, it followed that the first hospitals were connected with 
, temples or places of worship. At the begi~Ding they were merely shelters 
for those v:ho came to pray to a god or to ask advice from a priest, the 
atient being cared for by t hos e who came with him. For ye""·s the care of 
11 the s ick was in the hands of the poorest and most ignorant servants. 
Conditions were far from ideal. The hospital windovrs were nine 
feet from the floor and seldom opened.. There was, of course, no heatiP_,g 
system. Tae beds were of wood. Three or even four patients occupied a bed. 
At times ei ght patients were assigned to one bed> four o cupying it by turns 
, ·vrhile the other four lay on the floor.. There were no night nurses. If a 
I 
11 patient died in the night, the corpse remained there unti l morning . Such 
conditions tended to harden both nurses and patients and ma.de them very 
hopeless of results. 
The patient's co!!l.:fort was of little importance. Little care was 
given to the sick; groans and restlessness meant little to most of the 
narse • A few did the work to the best of thei r ability because they loved 
to serve humanity, but the majori ty were thou ghtless , careless, and often 
heartless . 
The work of the doctors was often brutal, partly tl"J.!'ough lack of 
', equipment and partly because patients were poor and not thought to be en-
li titled t o considera_tion. Several patients might be in t he operatLDg room 
I 
at once and could see and hear what happened to the rest. Bed sores were 
common and horrible¥ _ny infection spread like 'h"'i.ld-fire and every hospital 
became a veritable pest ouse in the minds of tt£ people. This accounted for 
2. 
t.he popular dread of hospitals, which, unfortunately, has persisted up to 
our own day. 
The patients were largely friendless or paupers , almost no visitins 
was allowed, ancl the public knevt nothing of what went on in hospitals. We 
find fragments of this situation in isolated hospitals even in the present 
day, but as a rule such conditions are soon discovered and eradicated. 
Hospitals have made and are continually making radicc.tl ch<mges which the 
public should know about. 
One cannot speak of changes in hospitals wit out recalling the 
great and wonderful work of Florence Nightingale , a friend of the suffering, 
1 
a great humanitarian. 
"Lo, i n that house of misery a lady with a lamp I see 
ass through the gliw~ering gloom and flit from room 
to room. 
And slow, as in a dream of bliss , the speechless 
sufferers turn to kiss 
Her shadow as it falls upon the darkened walls." 
"She would speak to one and nod and smile to many more. 11 Do we 
It not see here the pattern for human relations? The patient's need for 
I ' .._ d • d .1. unetersuan lng an kindness was apparenu and an attempt was made to gratify 
these needs. 11Human relations 11 connotes, not only the effect of one person 
I 
upon another but also the need of one person for another~ The process of 
I 
•· effecting and affecting human relations is inherent in the care of t e sick. 
1The r ole of human .feelings in a world o.f insecurity and upheaval deserves 
.I 
intense consideration by all in any way concerned wi th the welfare of the 
communj_ty. One 's feelings and emotions deman care and attention swell 
as do bodily afflictions . 
3. 
BUT THIS IS 19)0! 
Hospitals have, in contrast, through the centuries become great , 
all-embraci ng i nstitutions for the ca.re of t1e s i ck of all types, of all 
11 a ges , of all economic classes; for the study of disease and human develop-
l! ment; for the training of medical students , nurses, and various other 
' professional and technical personrel devoted to the ' care of the "whole" 
,, 
:j 
, patient. 
Hospitals are essentially instituti ons founded by society for 
ser-vice to society, t he foundation itself being sufficient evidence of the 
I 
' need for the service . To attain ultimate usefulness and effectiveness a 
I 
il hospital must not be an end in itself for material gain, but rather a means 
I 
t o a higher end - that end being s ervice to hnnanity. 
The hospital is 11the expression of man's i nalienable right to be 
'I i, well and is the formal recognition by the community of its responsibility 
:! for providing the means of keeping him well or of restoring lost health.' l. 
Il
l 
F-requently, however, hospitals are so depersonalized , so mechanized 
il 
!, that many patients and thr;;; ir relatives feel acutely t1at the institutions 
II 
r xist for the sake of routines, procedures , adininistre,tion, and personnel 
!: r a ther than for the sake of t he sick who are uncomfortable , lonely, be-
:j wildered, and anxious about the m .ny things wnich depend on healt.h and on 
ll which health depends. Procedures tend to become routinized in hospitals 
~~ because of :rear of s ignific2nt omissions . Would it not be wise M challenge 
I, 
'• 
i' 
'1 1. MacEachern, r!lalcolm T. Hospital Organization and Management. Page 29. 
11 continually all routine procedures and examinations and the ways they are 
carried out to insure that they are performed, not for their ovm sake, 
but really t o help the patient aird to advance the knowledge of disease . The 
I influence of devotion t o the welfare of the patient can be strong upon t e 
, public. 
It should ne er be forgotten in caring for the sick that nther e 
~ s a patient who has the disease as wel l as the disease whi ch has the , ..~.. 
' 
·I 
1 patient11 • This truth ca.'1 be easily over looked by the doctor, but it is the 
duty of the nurse to see that the patient is considered at all times . T: e 
nurse C~! infuse i n a patient the fighting spirit to live ru1d this spirit 
"is many times the deciding factor. The doctor is with the patient for only 
a short time; the nurse i s a constant attendant . She is the one to tempt 
a flagging appetite, to ease a tired aclung back, to drive apprehensions 
away. When she is successful in this service to the patient, there is an 
atmosphere o..~. dignity which engenders confidence. 
The comfort and contentment of patients is particularly sought 
in t he decoration of rooms, i n the curtain isolation of bedsj in the 
1 opportunity offered of a choice of menu, and in a thousand other thoughtful 
' details which contribute to the great objective of sending patients out, 
11 not only ·well, but also satisfied. Reputation based on mere nu.mbers has 
:· little significance if those numbers are not supported by evidence of real 
service. roductiv:Lty or output of a hospital is measured by quality 
1: always , never by quantity. 
j, 
If we cannot a id patients in a material way we can at least 
l' encou:rage t:rrem by 'Our works~ We can be an i nspiration t o them by our 
.I example o · patience and understanding.. Often a patient finds comfort in a 
I' 
I 
I 
6. 
---=--==~============================================================*========= 
!!friend to whom he can open his disconsolate heart.. This may not end his 
,,suffering nor take away his cross, but it can soften the bitterness and 
soothe his heart - like a cool hru1d on a fevered brow. 
"The world is wide and the world is grand 
And there is little or nothing new 
But its sweetest thing is the grip of the hand 
Of the friend that is tried and true. "1. 
Tiry, Clara. Cor.rl'ort for the Sick. Apostle of Suf'fering, Miiwauk e, 
1947. ag 203. 
----- --=====================#====-:! 
UBLIC RELATIONS P...ND THE UBLIC RELATIONS ROGRAM 
Each hospital, large or small, has hundreds of potential goo -
\'iill resresentatives. If good patient care is provided, each pat ient become 
a booster. But tlri.s also works in reverse. If a hospital does not have 
, happy, sat isfied patients, public relations will be poor or indifferent. 
Hospitals have had public relations continuously even though they 
have paid little attention to them as such. As long as the hospital is in-
f. 
It volved with patients , doctors, nurses , employees, friends , faT!lilies, t here 
1rlll be reactions to policies, rules, in fact all phases of the operation 
I• 
1 of the inst itution. It is probably because patients and their families 
are under tremendous emoti onal tension during hospitalization that their 
reactions are often comparatively unreasonable . 
If a hospital is to fu].fill its objective to maintain the public's 
faith in that hospital, it must prove: 
I. Its beli ef in the intrinsic value of the human personality, 
II. That its personnel is responsive to the patient's needs, 
III. That it appreciates the need for attractive surroundings, 
adequate facilities, and food , 
IV. That it realizes the importance of the human element in 
all relationships with its patients. 
Evidence of hospital public relations, although not so designated, 
is given as early as 1920. In reference to "Hospital Morale ' , the following 
I is quoted: 
"Few of us realize how timid and diffident most of our 
patients are upon admission or how easily t hey may be 
7~ 
I 
hurt by apparent inattention, or frightened by their new 
surroundings. It is so very important to have their re-
cept ion a frien::lly and cordial one, for the first 
impressions they get are so often lasting ones.ttl 
The same feeling expressed in similar terms, but designated as 
l· public relations in 1950 is quoted as follows: 
ti 
'· !I 
"We must realize that the hospital is new to the patient . 
He is confronted by strangers . We must do everything to 
allay this fear by a warm welcome and an assurance that 
the hospital will restore his health t o him if tlns is 
humanly possible .rr2 
In order to evaluate hospital service, wr~t the patient thinks must 
' be determined. Great strides are being made in telling the hospital's storj· 
I 
I \i to the public; but to give the public an opportunity to tell i ts story to 
1 
the hospital .is equally important. 
·! Public 
I' 
Relations Program 
"A public relations program is a conscious, sincere, directed 
endeavor to create and strengthen contacts which contribute 
to the developnent of mutual understanding, good will, and 
respect between an institution and its public. It will be 
noted tbat this definition clearly implies tl1at the program 
has reciprocal objectives; no longer content, merely to talk 
about itself, the i nstit.ution now listens for the voic e of 
the public. The understanding, good will , and respect must 
be mutual, not unilateral. An institution will not win 
respect of the public if it has no respect for the public 
and its needs and opinions ; it will not gain understanding 
where it gives none; nor will it win the good will of others 
if it has no good will tovfard them. As a result ; the obli-
gations that are implicit in public relations are mutual. 
I n other words , such a program is designed not only to win 
' 1. Gut 1rie, Donald, M. D. "Hospital Morale". Hospital Progress , May, 1920. 
1 2. Sister N. Annu..nciata. "Publici ty is part of it". Hospital Progress , 
March, 1950 .. 
financial and moral support for the hospital but C1.lso 
to make sure that the hospital meets the public t s need 
for hospital service, health education , and training of 
pers onnel. 111. 
---~----· 
all the v~Tious activities designed for the betterment of the 
hospital, none, perhaps, has been so neglected as the public relations pro-
i
1 
gram. From the preceding expressi on of its purpose, s omething of the need 
I and desirability of such a progra.11 may be appreciated. resumably, the 
I 
1: problem in this con.1'1ection resolves itself into the fact that such 
' i ntangibles as good will, prestege, and influence are frequently over-
11 
shadowed in the mind of the busy hospital worker by the urgency of the task 
at hand and many an opportunity of interpreting by word and manner the i eal 
I 
and policies of the hospital are lost in the passing. This, how·ever , is 
, not even to consider the decidedly detrimental and possible irrevocable 
I' 
j: effects of an outright discourtesy to a patient or visitor. Public Relations 
I' is a positive endeavor. 
II 
!! Public relations are successful only i n so far a s supported by 
1 the entire hospital personnel. It is obvious that any and all members of a 
j! hospital staff represent thG hospital t o the publi c. 
. 1 . IA:ills , .Alden B • 
Chicago, 1939. 
Hospital Public Relations. Physician's Record Co., 
P· 3. 
A COMPLETE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM 
In the March, 19SO, issue of the publication Hospital Pr ogress, 
there i s presented a series of articles on public relations in hospitals 
wi t h the notation "its thinking constitutes what amounts to 'A Complete 
, Public Relations Program 11•. They are , undoubtedly, all- inclusive of the 
essenti als for good public relations of a hospital, with each area of ser- · 
1 vice adequately considered by people in key positions i n a hospital. There 
1 i s evidence here that those responsible, basically, for publ ic relations 
,1 are actually "public relations minded". It is now progressing from a state 
of unconscious, undirected efforts - something which establishes and carries 
! on itself, to a "conscious, sin:: ere ; directed endeavor". 
I 
Essenti ally, these articles carry the story of the hospital and 
1' its public from publicity of t he institution i tself, through tre admitti ng 
;, and busi ness office, to the actual serv-lce rendered t he patient in the 
dhospi tal, and even as far as to the relationship of one hospital to another. 
II 
What is desirabl e? Vfuat is 1L.'rldeslrable? 
I am sure that the ideas and feelings expressed are sincere and 
,, that the authors, being obviously wholeheartedly concerned about public 
relations, would not want otherwise than to pass along these wise words so 
that others will appreciate the value of public relations which are good 
and the i rrevocable damage done when Jittle or no consideration is given to 
I public opinion. 
I quote the following with full acknowledgement of the writers' 
efforts. 
10. 
Sister M. Annunciata, R.S.M. 
Administrator 
Publicity is part of it. 
I• 
The public relations program to be suggested in the following 
'. paragraphs is not publicity in a sense of self-praise or notoriet;}r· The 
1. broad program, that the public may know the hospital better, is not a pro-
' gram of "How to Make Friends arrl Influence People." Public relations is not 
all 11wri ting" but primarily based on friendliness. All the scrapbooks of 
, press releases will never make up for the lack of friendly, efficient, 
! 
11 scientific service. The moral is "never advertise unless you have the goods.!' 
While it may be true that, human nature being what it is, some of 
our patients apparently don't ~ant to be pleased - the spirit of our 
hospital still is the vision of seeing Christ in all patients , or if that is 
., difficult, at least seeing them in Christ. 
i 
The basic starting point is with our personnel. First, harmonize 
:· all departr!l:lnts with the ideal of service pointed out by the Divine 
I 
1 Physici&~. The impression employees make on the patients and visitors and 
the attitude they have tmvard the place they work, affects public relations. 
The press: Most local papers make a practice of publishing 
I' routine news , such as babies barn; but feature stories on shortage of pro-
I 
:
1 fessional and non-professional help, explanat ions of various departments of 
' 
jl the hospital, graduation and capping services are worthwhilee To avoid 
ii 
legal entanglements and unfavorable public comment, a code of relations 
1w-1 th the press in regard to ·what information the hospital may give should 
be organized. 
The radio : An excellent medium of increasing public information 
, whether as spot a.""lnouncements or feature programs. We might use a nurses' 
· glee club, even a "ca.n..ned program" - using hospital personnel; reading 
lL 
,1 
prepared scripts released by health agencies has proved interesting and 
II educational. 
These and many other means of public relation~ will help portray 
the hospital, not as a cold impersonal machine, but as a warm vibrant holy 
~ guardian of the people 1 s health~ 
Someone (in our h()spitals , a Sister) sho~d be assigned to visit 
the patients. This is good public relations. The hospital which deserves 
public support and even acclaim, is apt to hide its light under a bushel. 
" Let us take the public into our confidence. We must realize that the 
I hospital is new to the patient. He is confronted by strangers. We must do 
I 
eve:r..vthing to allp.y this fear by a wann welcome and an assurance that the 
hospital will restore his health to him, if this can h~manly be done. 
The same holds true for the visitor, who is often beset \vith fear. 
1 Let us turn to him with the most i ntelligent kind of approval so that he 
' 
; will see and appreciate the unpleasant things which the hospital must do 
,, 
I, 
' in or der to win a victory for each patient. Be kind to visitors so that 
I 
:1 the hospital ca.."l survive in the hearts of those whom it must serve. The 
receptionist or hostess plays a vital role. She educates the community by 
making eveJ:J effort to control visiting hours. This requires tact, in-
telligence, and an extraordinaJ:J amount of patience and always a judicious 
,j 
, use of the various media of i nformation. 
I, 
I Let our over-all program of public relations be dignified, 
I 
' balanced, systemized and above all, carry the true spirit of the charity 
and justice of Christ. 
12. 
The business office. Leonore w. Soay 
Office Manager 
There is nothing glamorous or dra1'!latic about the business office 
lj of a hospital , as is often true ·with other departments, but it does play a 
i' most important role i n the life of a hospital~ It is a clearing house for 
il 
all other departments and, while it ministers only in a small way to the 
II patient 
I ' 
it is an important cog in the hospital's wheel of public relations. 
II 
'I 
;
1 patient 1 s 
I 
I 
:
1 
that puts 
II 
It is through the admission off'i ce that the patient and, or the 
family are introduced to the hospital, and what a responsibility 
upon the admission clerk - a responsibility that is the same 
whether the pat ient or a member of the 
I 
family is giving the admi ssion in-
d f t• 
· ·o:rma ~on. Many patients, and members of the family too, feel strange and 
some positively exper i ence fear upon entering a hospital . It is the duty of 
I 
11 the adnission clerk t o dispel t llis fear and uncertainty and to establish 
I: confidence by her show of helpful..Tless and efficiency. She must be a trained 
!I specialist - she must know her rooming capacity at all times ; must be well 
II 
·I 
,, versed in the hospital 1 s rules and policies, and she at all ti.'!les must be 
li 
1l intelligent and efficient in getting the necessarJ information in the I! 
i/ minimum time. She must not forget that she is creating the first im-
1 
/: pression of the hospital - she must sound the keynote to an efficiently ru..Tl 
II 
1: hospital. . 
!! 
Then comes the visit to the cashier's office - a very sensitive 
!I spot in the hospital's public relations , where courtesy is a must. The 
I; 
. charges are not always understood and i t often requires real patience and 
I! tact in dealing with the public from this angle . I cannot stress too muc h 
'I 
!i the importance of being sure that the bills are correct before pres enting 
! 
'! them. One error in a bill can uniermine all the confidence t hat has been 
13. 
built up and make for very bad public relations. The impatient word has 
, no place in a cashier's vocabulary - she should have broad shoulders, for 
she must remember that "the customer is always right." 
The third and last focal point in the office public relations is 
t he credit office, where many find their way from necessity or otherwise. 
A friendly, tactful, understanding credit manager is a real asset to a 
hospital. He can be firm i n his determination to arrange acceptable credit 
" terms and to see that they are carried out, but it must be done in a way 
to make friends - not enemies, for the hospital. 
I 
R. and the nurse. Jean Blose 
Asst. Director of Nurses 
The nurse's actions and attitudes r epresent not only herself, but 
the hospital, of which she is a part. If she is gracious and friendly, 
the patient is disposed to believe that the hospital is a fine place and to 
pass that opinion on to her friends and to the community$ If the nurse is 
cold and mechanical, even though she is efficient and conscientious, in all 
1, she does, the patient and her family are antagonized and inclined to view 
the hospital as a materialistic, perhaps mercenar.r, institution and the 
hospital experience as one of the greater misfortunes of life . 
Professional nurses are often accused of being cold, impersonal, 
1 and illl.feeling. Perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on dignity in the 
past. I say in the past, because it seems to me rather farfetched to 
I accuse our present day young nurses of being too dignified . On the contrary 
.I 
II I deplore the lack of dignity and do not believe true dignity is incompatible 
1l with warm..l-J.earted frien:lliness. In my own experience as a teacher, I have 
seen nurses who did only mediocre work in the classroom a~dwho never did 
II reach that perfection of neatness and efficiency which we associate with 
trained nursing - I have seen these students go on to become the best loved 
and respected and completely successful nurses. The secret was simply that 
I they w.ere int erested in the people they were nursing, rather than merely 
in the disease cor~ition or the surgical operation~ 
In many ways, the stBJ:'ting point in a hospital public relat ions 
', p:'ogram is the nurse. It is the nurs e 1ho receives tbe patient upon his 
I 
1
1 admission to the hospital and this is l'shere the first impression is made. 
Too often, no conscious attenpt is made on t.he part of the nurse to make 
~----'l,:_==t=-=b.e'-:R?.,tient.._faeLl'rel.come _Lo reassure_rri.Jn_as_t_o_Lhe_s:tran .eness_oLhi · 
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- surroundings, or to receiv-e him courteously as one would an e:xpected gues t . 
In defense of the nurse ;, I must interpose the suggesti on t h.at she herself 
is often ill-at -ease and self-conscious. She is aware of the careful 
scruti ny to which she is subjected by the patient and his family. She 
realizes, perhaps unconsci ously, tr!B.t t hey are "sizing her up" - wondering 
if she is a good nurse , if it is safe t o place the patient in her hands. 
Ferhaps it might be vl!ise to i nclude in our public rel ations program some 
fo m of in-service educat.ion whi ch would i ncrease the nurse 1 s self-
cor~idence and enable her to establish proper r apport in her Vel)- first 
contact with her patient . 
I woul d like to picture a hypothetical case - hypothetical but 
too often true in actual detail. The pati ent i s brought to the floor.; we 
· will say, on a l i tter by the ambulance driver and his assistant. The 
elevator door opens and the lit ter is wheeled out. The nurse gets up from 
her desk with a brisk "Room 1~09 - this way please .. " She turns dcrwn t he bed, 
11 assists in transferr-lng the pat ient from the litte~r to the bed - efficiently, 
, pr obably, but very impersonally. She turns to the ambulance attendant , 
11Are any of :b.er fanily with her? Did someone stop in the admission office? 
I' 
11 Y.tho is her doctor?" She walks out of the room with them wi thout so much 
11 2.s a word to the patient, who is left lying in a str~mge place with no posi-
t ive assurance that the nurse will be back, t hat her om people wi ll be 
along shortly, or that anyone at all has her i nterest and welfare at heart. 
How much could have been gained in t his first contact i f the 
nurse had spoken first to the pat i ent, greeting her wi th a warm, friendly 
smile , introducing herself, getting the pat i ent •s Pame accurately, and 
showing interest in her as a person~ There i s nothi ng i nsincere in thus 
consciously creating a good irr~ression. Again, in defense of my sister 
nurses , I must say that most of them are fine people , devoted to the ser-
vice of humanity. They know they intend to do everything they can for the 
patient. They do not realize the importance of conveying this intention 
to the pat ient. T:OO hospital is a verJ familiar place to them. They see 
nothing terrifJ~ng about it ru1d forget that to the nen patient especially 
the sights and sounds, the odor of ether, etc., may be very terrifying 
indeed, and their thoughtlessness or self-consciousness may increase this 
suffering by failing in the first contact to provide reassurance. 
That is the point I wish to make. Columns of printed publicity 
canJlot offset the wrong impression created by this thoughtlessress. 
1 Publicity is effective only after nurses have first created favorable 
attitudes by their relationships v-l th their patients and their good nursing. 
(\ 
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.And food! Mrs .. Philip O'Hara 
Dietitian 
What does a patient remember most after his stay in a hospital 
besides tre bill; of course it is whether the food was good or not. Food 
served on a hospital tray presents an exceptionally difficult public re-
lations problem. In awroaching the patient Is food problem, we are faced 
' with many handicaps that are a natural result of the fact that the patient 
has been placed in a most novel situation .. He has, in all likelihood, been 
accustomed to enjoying a selection of food of his own choice, unhampered 
b· medical restrictions and in surrcurrlings of his own choosing. In the 
hospital, his diet ma:<.r be different ard it is now that he exercises aJ.l 
food dislikes and phobias - he has plenty of time to think them all up, 
and besides, his appetite may be impaired. 
Unless you have actually attempted to please an individual with 
his food, you have no idea of the many excuses a person can find for not 
eating a certain food. Let me take one simple food, milk, and give you 
just a few reasons why people cannot drink milk. To some it forms gas. 
(So it does for the baby - but the mother burps the baby and lets it drink 
more milk, because she knows it i s an excellent food.) It constipates some; 
to otherG it acts as a laxative; some it puts to sleep; it makes the kidneys 
act; and one man told me it keeps him av1ake. Some will say "I don't like 
this." You~ may say "Have you tried it?" "No, but I just knov;, I don't like 
anything new. " Perhaps this is "mind over matter" - at least a bit of 
' public relations is required on the part of the dietitian. 
If time would permit the dietitian to visit e.rery patient and dis-
cuss with him what food he enjoys , if she could see the patient's physical 
1. condition, learn sonetr.ing of his background, and show a personal interest 
1 >::: u. 
I 
in his welfare, the patient could be encouraged to eat a little better. I 
have had a patient say, in all sincerity, after a little "pep talktt -
"I'll eat this just for you.n Of course , I then needed to ran i nd him 
gently that it is his own body getting t he nourishment, not mine. 
If we can really make public relations work in our food service, 
the remainder of tre nursing care is so much easier . 
Other hospitaJ.s. Cl~les L. Smith 
Dir. of Public Relations 
The purpose for which the Hospital Council of Memphis was 
' founded was to educate ourselves better to serve the sick of our various 
communities. It is a pleasure to us to know that it has started and i s noll 
on its way to accomplishing this worthy purpose. In order that we may do 
a better job, it is well far us to associate ourselves and to discuss our 
1. mutual problems with each other. We, in the hospital field, are not com-
petitors; we are partners in helping make this a healthier community. 
The subject "Public Relations and Other Hospitals" has been 
assigned to me. This su.l:lject is o.f vital importance to us all. Many of 
I, you have given much thought to this phase of hospital management, and you 
know how necess~ it is to have the proper relationship between your 
1 hospital and t.he public. For many years, business .firms and organizations 
which are operated for profit have employed men to develop .for them a proper 
and profitable attitude toward themselves. Tl:ey are spending millions to 
gain the confidence of the public. 
Recently, hospitals throughout the country have become aware of 
the vi tal part public relations must play in the development of our health 
program. May I suggest a few ways in wluch we can work with each other-
and to v;ork together is the only way we can accomplish too desired results. 
First, we could effect a great saving to all the hospitals if we 
would cooperate on standard .forms .for all hospitals. The various .forms used 
in keeping records are expensive, and if we would pool our buying of these 
necessary .forms , it would not only save us money, but it would be much 
20. 
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made on the various drugs and dressings used by all hospitals. I suggest J 
' that when a change is made, all our hospitals should be notified. This 
would keep down unwarrru1ted criticism by the public. 
Third, we all have our problems of employment . I am certain we 
could all profit by a mutual understandi ng with respect to our employee 
relationships . I t has been wisely suggested that an exchange of employees , 
i n certain key positions , would be helpful and would create a finer relation~ 
ship among our hospitals. We should also cooperate closely in the field of JJ 
education. 
Fourth, it would be of great benefit to all our hospitals if we 
would adopt a standard set of rules and regulations for giving information 
to the press . The Hospital Council of Cleveland, Ohio, has worl<ed out a 
1 code which I think is a model for us and it would be well for us to consider 
ser iously such a standard for the members of tPis council. 
--r 
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Measure of Good Care 
!According to :Margaret K. Schafer, Senior Nurse Officer, United States 
Public Health Service , a patient feels he is getting good care when:l. 
I 
1. He receives courteous, gentle, considerate care. 
2. He believes tlmt the nurses a~d other hospital personnel are interested 
i n him as a.n individual and not just anot!1er patient . 
3. His friends, relatives, and belongings receive careful, thoughtful , 
considerate care. 
,4. He has a feeling of security because the hospital staff i s interested 
in his recovery, comi:ort, health, happiness, and general well~being. 
5. Ie is kept clean and comfortable • 
. 6. His treatments and medications are administered skillfully, thought-
fully, considerately, and on time. 
7. }us nourish~ent - food and drink - is adequate , tasty, attractively 
served, on time, and when he desires it. 
8. He has confidence i n the skill and ability of the workers . 
9. He is aware of a feeling of happiness and job satisfaction among 
wor·ers , with no feeling of unrest. 
IJ.O. His environment is kept clean and attractive and the general sanita-
tion and order i ness of the hospital are good~ 
l. chafer, Margaret K. "Measure Nursi ng Quali ty". The Modern Hospital, 
July, 1950. Page 63 . 
" I 
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Ldmitti ng Servi ce-::-
1. Were you received and admitte to the hospital in a 
wa.rm, friendl y manner? 
Boston Hospital: Remar·k 
"Extremely f r i endly' 
II ry c ordi 
" 
'The- were ve y p easant to me " 
"I was received in a most helpf ul 
manner and brought t o my room i n 
a wheelchair for comfort . " 
11 I think that the hospital staff and 
al l participating in the work have 
t r i ed t o m .. e my stay as pleasant 
as possible" 
"Very much so '. 
No pati ent co:rr.pl ai ned of any waiti ng in the Admitti ng R m .. 
Rur 1 Hospital: R n1a.rks 
1r o, ut al the nurses were evidently 
busy - thus the long wait before I 
saw anyone" 
"The patient 1 s choice of room should be 
of primary importance. It 's rather 
disappointing to f i nd that your 
pr ivate room turns out to be full of 
peo le". 
Much of the admitti ng procedure , history t aking, and prelinli.nc;ry 
exami ni ng is essent ial to adequa e medi cal care , but thoughtful an 
sympatheti c consideration of 1 the other fellow' ·wi ll lead to simplifica-
tion of machi nery an o lubricati n of it wit . :indness and understandin " 
ee A_ p_~n~x -~!Jl· =-""" 
Hospital Regt lations* 
2 .. Were regulations o.f the hospital , visiting hours , e c . , 
iscussed wit you? 
Boston Hospital: Remarks 
Those answering "No" state that they had b een 
there before and didn't ask. 
Some e xplained furt.her as follows: 
uNo, undoubtedly due to the fact that 
my condition demande that I remain 
quiet" 
"Private room - unde ·stood". 
This last remark, as well as another, "not too thoroughly, but 
s oCJn caught onn, eserve consideration as well as the definite answer ltNon ~ ~ 
Patients should be relie md of' this anxiety at a tir.:1e ·when they a e 
e, otionally upset. Knowing v hat is expected and re•. ui ed c them is hel -
'ful ; 1m owing when t hey may have visitors is it.-nportcmt. There is i ndi cation 
.ere of the value of a 11 Handbook11 which the pati ent and his .~. ::w1ily may 
:read in the event that so e omission is made i n explanat ion. I t gives a 
;pati e:-Jt a ee1ing of security to know what to do. He c:l:so appreciate._, 
p owing that others realize tlnt thc 11 game is ne.v to him and he doesn' t 
now the ru es" • 
Rural Hospital: atients made no remarks. 
See Appendix III. 
Jursing Se- '"vice->' 
3. Did the nurses make you feel at home when you reached 
your room? 
atien'G' s appreci ation of this feeling may be gathered from a 
few added praises: 
"The nurses were very nice" 
"The nurses were friendly, co-operative, and certainly did 
make me feel at ho:r.1e 11 
11 ·.~est certainly" 
nvery much sol " 
"Yes indeed! 11 
"The nurses ·were ve1~:1 warm and sympathet i c when I reached my 
room11 
"They were ery cheerful and friendly" 
"They were wonderful and have been all t hrough my i llness". 
The follm'ling comment made by a patient is the type which, when 
presented t o the public, helps t o mold favorabl e public relations both 
for the hospital and the Nursi ng Schoo l: 
"I cannot pr aise the nurses enough. They are a credit 
t o the trai ning they have recei ved and are receiving . 
(Graduates and students i nchJ.ded) I admire them 
greatly. Their t hought ulness and cheer i'ulness are 
refreshing. They are patent Catholic women, capc..ble 
of spreading Catholic acti on as our dear _rchbi shop 
·wishes. 11 
4. Was the nursing care efficient and satisfaC;tory?-l(-
Bost on Iospital: It is encouraging to note that only about 1% 
See Appendix I II . 
26. 
An i nte_esti ng fact here un·overed by in estigat i on ~as that 
these compl.:rl.nts were all from one floor. Many t i mes , as was discovered 
i n t his i... starce, ... here are ufi'ici nu nurses, but the administration 
of t 1e f loor is at fault. Wi th poor patient assignn1.ent and i nadequate 
.supervision there is a tendency t oward 11 .1 stle and bustle" with little 
accompl ished . But a gain this proves a oi nt that patients ar not i n-
terested in admini stration; they want t h e end product and ·1hen this is 
denied them, they misinterpret t he cause t o the public. 
On ot he f loors, all patient s were satisfied, some elaborating : 
"Excellent ., t he nurses are mos t kind a d helpful, 
sympathetic , al'ld s i ncere in all their attenti ons" 
11Yes, in fac t you have very nice nurses here t hat you 
should be proud ofn 
"Yes, the nursing care I r ecei ved at this hospital 
could hardly be more efficient and was ent i rely 
satisfactory" 
"Very, very good1 
nvery much so and could not be impr o1ed upon" 
onderful, better tha.'l'l any hospital yet vlsited11 
Rural Hospit al: 
Several pat i ents felt that on student c lass day t he care 
could have been better.. I t was i nteresting t o note that a number of 
patients stated that t 1e ser'vi.ce was "r ore than t hey expected". This 
would i ndicate an atmosphere o · appreciation rather t han expecta!lcy 
"The understanding of health in nursing is our understanding 
of t he pat i en·L as a person wi th a past and a future, be-
longing t o a group t o which e will return and t hat his 
pe sonality will i nfluence everything t hat i s donl for him 
or that t he nurse teaches him to o for himself." • 
L Hubbard, Rut h : . 
J anuary, 193.5. 
"An Understanding of Health in Nursing.tt P.H. N. , 
age 22. 
Nursing is essentially a profession dealing with ser-vice to 
others. One way of effecti -vely serving a patient is to vie~ him as an 
i ndividual living in society, with problems of his own that more or less 
affect his illness and recovery. The -time is past when nurses ca...'IJ. re-
gard the::. patient as " just another case 11 with no regard for the 
ci rcumstances which brought him t o the hospital. 
Styles in sickness and methods of treatment may change 
I 
radically but human needs r emain uncha...>J.ged. The hospital patient must 
·know that some one i s close at hand :rho not only checks the order book 
but cares what happens to him. The patie nt lying there in the bed should 
not e studied as if he were a specimen on a slida. He is individual 
wi th a world as complex as ours. P~s reticence and his tastes have as 
much justification as our own. 
5. Were procedures and treatments explained to you so that 
you were at ease? 
Boston Hospital: 
Even 51~ of the pati ent s should not have been subjected to this 
emotion 1 upset. Too often a nurse forgets that procedures and treat-
ments are not every-day occurrences in the lives of patients as they are 
i her-s; nor does s 1e realize wha- torture, actually, the patient goes 
throucrh when he has absolutely no idea of v1hat is to be done to :him or -wh-v-. 
I o " 
Explanations are necessary if a nurse is sincere in her endeavors and 
:tnterested in t:1e patient's feelings~ 
An actual incident, t o the point and ery illustrativ·e, might 
well be cit ed here. 
28. 
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patient was operated on for removal of a kidney. 1 few days 
post- pe-ati ely the doctor ordered a "kidney function testt' s imply to 
determine the adequacy of the remaining kidney before the patient was 
discharged. Preparation for the test indicated that the patient have 
no breakfast on the morning of the test. First of 8ll~ no explanation 
as to the reason for the test was given the patient. Further , a very 
"efficien " nurse, in a routine manner, placed a 11Hold Breakf'ast11 sign 
on the .._Jatient. 1 s bed. Thi s act was performed as the patient slept. 
When I visited the patient i n the morning she ms actually 
hysterical, demanding t o be left alone .. No attempt had been made to 
determine the sour ce of the upset. I talked with her for a while and in 
t he course of tr,e conversation discovered that she not only thought that 
t he test was being done because t he operation -.-vas unsuccessful., but that 
s!le also misinterpreted the reason for the "Hold Breakfast" sign .. 
She relate to me a previous experience in another hospital 
which, among other things, had turned her away from that hospital for any 
furt er treatment. She had had abd minal surgery do:oo there about six 
months previ ously and o awakening one morning sm the "Hold Breakfast" 
card on the bed. It so happened that the reason for the card on that 
·occasion was in preparation for surgery un.lrrlO'Nn to the patient ~ A sponge 
had been left in the abdomen which necessitated a second operation. Is it 
any wonder she was upset? 
A little explanation by a nurse could ha-e eliminated all this 
a."lYiety. It is quite evident that what the patient thinks of the service 
so he too thinks of the hospital. This influences t he choice of hospital 
• 
for future care - not only for the patient, but for any of the public 
1 ith whom he comes in contact. 
The introduction of an integrated course in the emotional 
aspects of illness will relieve this situation greatly. 
Rural Hospital: The patients made no outstanding remarks. 
Even minor discom.for·ts linger as unpleasant memories~ 
patient.) knov1ing nothing of the difficulties and tech.."lics which lie behind 
tt e procedu es, can be easily unfavorably impressed. Vifh:Lle the patient 
may conceal his reactions from the doctor and t . e nurse, they are nnduly 
discussed with his family and friends and they become a part of the 
reputation of the hospital. Some of these iscomfor't,s might be attenuated 
by a litt le more thoughtfulness - with resultant benefit to the good will 
and public relations of the hospital. 
6. 
I 
Do you pref er to have one nurse care for you or do you 
like to see different nurses throughout the day? 
The significance of this question is greatly overshadov1ed by the 
objectives of nursing education. It is believed that t here are greater 
educational advantages for the student in taking care of a pat ient in all 
his needs and requirements. I n other words., one n rse doing "all' for a 
patient as compared with a .fu..11ctional system w ere different nurses 
approach the patient for various reasons such as bath, medications, 
temperature, et • There is much controversy about tlus question but, just 
i n passing, it is interesting to note that patients i n general prefer to 
see different nurses~ 
--'-=---=--=-=- - ---- -- ======== ==~====== 
Boston Hospital : Remarks 
"It makes t he time pass faster" 
"Variety is the spice o f life" 
nit reliev:e s the monotonyll 
"I was happy to see many "cheerful gi ersn. 
One pati ent preferred t o see many for the reason that e had 
a chance to judge the nursing school. ( which was in his opini on A- L) 
When indiv~dual nurses are named as being exceptionally good j 
it serves as an evaluation of thei r appr oach to the patient and r elati o .-
s hips with the patient which is helpful in measuri ng thei r progress. 
Rural Hospit al : Remarks 
"Different nur es make it inte esting 
and t akes your mi nd off yourselfll 
" Tariety i s the spi ce of life" 
"Relieves the monotony11 
"One nurse may not be agreeable" one patient stated. "'rhere i s 
always a personal choice of nurses - they differ as do the stars and 
p_anets. owe er s i nce one c&"'lnot make t' !e choi e _, it is m re satisfact ory 
to ave the services of different nur ses. " 
One patient stated that she f elt more at ease with the same 
nurse; another ~e-t that 1'1ith nly one nurse she (the nurse ) etter under-
stvod the patient 's needs. 
31. 
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Attitude of Nurse Toward atientl. I 
In her a.ttitu -e toviard the patient the nurse mu t often subnerge 
personal feeling. If she could. always keep in mind that i n her work she is 
', never deal~g with physically and mentally normal people it would be easie • 
for her to maintain a proper attitude toward her patient. Kin ness, con-
sideration, forbea.rance; and firmnes s are i ndispensable qualities. . ir"dne s 
mu st be u."lfailing. In caring for the patient the nurse must a l·ways remem..,er 
· that he is suffering either physically, mentf!.lly, or both. She must also 
realize that many procedures are disagreeable t o the patient, but that kind-
ness exercised in carrying them out will make them less unpleasant. 
Related to kindness is comideration for the wealmesses and foible.,.! 
I 
of others. The patient is sick or he would not be i n the hospital. He has 
acquired more or less fixed habits; perhaps real faults, which must be re-
garded if irritation is to be avoided. A reasonable consideration of these 
is demanded. The nurse who remembers this and goes about her work i n a 
considerEte, business-like, and tactful manner will not only win the 
gratitude of t he patient but will create in him a cooperative frame of mi nd 
. 11hich will materially lessen her labor and aid i n his recovery. 
Perhaps the virtue which 111ill be rr..ost often ta."'{ed is forbearance. 
But if the fact is C0!"1..stantly kept in mind that the patient is mentally as 
well as physically abnormal, it will be less difficult to exercise for-
bearcmce. I t is often necessary to smile when patience is t a."'rod to the 
limit, but the nurse must never show signs o i rritation no matter how 
unreasonable and irritable the patient may be. i'Vhen the strai.n becomes too 
L 
I ... ~ _)_,. 
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, '!h1len the strain hecomes t oo great, a day off for mental rest will restore I 
her self-control. Firmness must be exercised without sacrificing kindness 
or c ons i deration . The patient does not know what is best for l'>.im; the 
nurse is required to do that which is dictated by mature trained judgment . 
Orders must be carr ied out with firmness which, without being harsh, e.n be 
effectual. 
1. HacEachern, Malcolm T. Hospital Organi zation and Ma11.a gement . 
Physician 's Record Co., Chicago , 1949. Pages 410-411. 
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II 
Nonpr ofessioncl Services~~ 
Has the service of workers other than nurses been quiet 
and efficient? 
Bo ton Hospital; The pat i ents made no special remarks. 
Re ently a film entitled 1 As Others See Us" (BU-SPR) was fresented 
'for all hospi ta~ personnel. The interest of the extra-professional 
WD'.lr .ers was evidenced by their attendance at every showi ng of t 1e fi~m. 
1ey ere greatly impressed to find that they playe a part in the atient 1 s 
~ ln ss an t a.t'they wer a part of the patient 1 s conversation .hen he 
lenves the hospital. This group need to be remi nded ..~. reqti.ently by such 
methods as f the L~portant role the pl i n ullding the reputation 
of' t' e . ospitaLt '~"Ough t '1eir rela ions with patients. 
Rur<?.l Hos i tal: R marks 
11They are so kind in doing little things fo 
you" 
"One orderly (named) takes out pers .al 
gr i e ences on the patients - yelli ng 
at them for little thin 11 
8. Did you re eive pro pt an em rteo·J.s service at X~ray~ Basc?.l 
1.eta oli sm, et.:!.? 
:3ost -Iospital= One patient stated that. her mother suf ered 
very mu h du i n X-ray of r ibs, with littl r no sympathy or help in 
:mo i ng. 
ural Hospi tal: One patient had to wai and consi ered i a 
eat t r i al. One patient ~:as uneasy when the doc or had to wait for a 
report. ~nether patient states 11 X-ray mac ines ·are very cold on bare 
34~ 
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Probably one of the c ief complai nts of patients i n years pas 
· 1as b en the waiti ng in these servi ce roor1s for attention and the .raiting 
t o b ta en back to th mrd. We are more hopeful now that our efforts 
eli..rnin::>te this r oble, have eep successful. A strict appointm nt 
system wi th ti. e a. lowances fa .. ~ emergen ies is necessarye The employment 
of nurse's aides to bring pe.tients to and from t hese service ro ~s not 
nly rel· eves the pat ient of many long minutes of wai t ing, but a l so 
;relieves t he nurse for more "'itctl duties ~ 
Dietary Service{' 
9. iere your trays attracti vely serv l arrl t..•e food 
s"'ti f actory? 
pi tal: 
Although t e pat i t::-nts ·ere satis ied, a few suggested that t 1e 
food might b e hott !' . Thi s vas und t o be due, i n part, to the f cJ that 
s everal t rays were served at a t:bne and then giv n out to t he patients. 
1 .e i rnt might be hot - the fourt • ooler by t he t i me t. .e at.ient 
received it. I ndi .i..C:.ual menus have been started. The pati ents are 
please t o think t 1at t ey may have a choi e This necessit.ates preparin g 
, t e rays i n i vidual1 accordi ng t o menu. . few extra seconds at t:b.is 
•time is certa.ir~y wort hwhile when it is realized hat fool ha many time 
· ept a patient away or brought him to a parti cular hospi al .. 
RU1 al {ospital: Out~tanding remark made ~ 1hic 1 i~ 
r pres r~tative . 
nn t early eno g , not r.ot enough, 
not enough". 
A recent development i n hospi als is the acquisition of a 
trained di ·ti tian . Formerly hos ita.l food was J epared b, l ay pe _e 
who, it was f ound, were not c e>.pabl of plcmning menus for the sick . 
e.tients were given what t he 11cook11 thought they sho ld have :ithout 
coDsiderat i on of foo needs or medical ondi t i on. 
"'fit •• compe en .... di et.i.t i ans worki ng i ha1mony with t he me ical 
staff, the fo-Jd nee s of the p i ents will e provided wi th accura.cy. 
A 
Care o nviron.n nt-:~ 
10. Was your r oom pr operly cared for? 
There wer no compl~ ints ab ut thL s ser~rice f r om eit er 
i.OSpit~ " 
In a paper presfmted at the Ne'.Y Engla.'t!d " spital As s€mbly i n 
-950, attitudes of an ex-patient to 1[>_rd housekeeping service were ex-
pr ssed. 
According t o this pat i ent , t.e three prime requisites of th 
housekeepi ng department are: (1) cl eanliness , (2) tidiness, and 
(.3) attenti on t o the pat i ent 1E c · ort. The pat i ent eJ."}18cts a " spic 
and span" area in 1-o.is prospective quarters , he expects things to be _eft 
:in the pla es wl ere t'.ey were found, such as v1ater and g ass, he foot-
s t ool or anything he might hav- occa.si n to use; he expects that care 
• •ill be taken to avoid noisy c e.:ming equipment and deter gents that have 
odors .... n t at work will be planned wi h a mi n ' _um of i nterference iit 
b.is car • HousekceJing personnel should think of the i r work i terms of 
speedy patient reco:<.re 1 - minirrize confusion. 
11.. ·:rere your flowers given pr-oper attention? 
Boston He spi al: 
l mos V'li thout except i on pati ents were sati sfied that the 
f lowers r ecei V'ed adequate c>.ttention. feVl pat ients ~ere satisfied to 
care f oi"' t.1eir own lowers and enjoyed doing it as a pastime while wai ting 
or visitors . 
See Appendix III. 
37. 
-== 
RuraJ. Hospital: Rem l''"' 
·±-==~ --- -- c===== 
"Onl y by he woman who cleaned the room". 
1 Jo , all admi red them but gave them no 
attenti on". 
3 • 
--
Medical Staff-l~ 
12. vas the care and ser .:.ce of the medical staff satisf'actory? 
Do you feel that the doctors gave you as much t i me and 
attention as they shoul ha e? 
With no unfavorable replies from eithe_ hospital and with many 
remark of praise , we must assume t .. at .actors are coming to reali ze t1e 
:L"llportance of human rel ati ons a.nn, there.fc ·e_, t he value of public relati ons 
th.at are good. 
Remarks: 
"Doct ors were all that could be a sked f or -
friendly a.'1d u.'l1derstanding 11 
"All of them have been more than kind arrl 
atter t;ive" 
"Highest prai se for t i me anc attention 
given by the medical staff!t. 
"Eouse doctors unusually competent and 
extrenel y efficient'' .. 
See ppendi x III. 
39. 
Disc targe-;~-
13. Were you iven adequate instructi ons as t o home care 
before you were discharged? 
1 patierrt.s were complete y satisfied. 
The adjustment of the patient after a st?.y in the hospi ta .... 
should be a phase of nursing service. But the p ace to begin the an of 
adjustment is not afte _ ut during the eriod o _ ospit8lizati on. It · s 
meaningl ss to help the patient i n t. hospita and neglect Pim vr ... en he 
is isc1a ged. 
Teac ·_ng the atient she' d _e an essential part of good serv-ice~ 
J:any times a ec tor· will i nstruct the patient regm ing home r outine. 
Dut the nurse f:oon learns that manyof these atients do not well interpret 
his i nforrr1ati on. ?rightened and co nfused tl1ey are unable to put o use 
·whet.t they 1 .ve l-arned. T.1er:~ it becomes the nurf!e 1s task to rnd out 
what the patient actually knows , what she thinks, how sr...e feels, arrd 
wha.t her worries are. She must help her get as accurate an unde stc.nding 
of the i nformation as possible , to encourage hm·, to help her accept the 
responsibility. Success in this accomplisr~~nt depends on the nurse's 
information regarding the pati ent's pro lems and family r elationships 
as well as on her knowledge of the disease. 
lh.. V.Jere you escorted t o your car by a nurse? 
Boston H spital: 
The patients who had been discharged all stated that a nurse had 
-tf See .Appendix III. 
=- -=:- --= ~ --=- ~ -= -=--..;.._-=-=-.=-....:::-_;::_._ -=---
40. 
escorted them to the car. There was much encouragement i n the many 
statements to the effect that pati ents who were not yet di scharged were 
sure that they would be taken to the car. Obviously, there was a 
relationship built up wi t.h t.ile nurses which made the patients feel 
secure . 
Rural Hospital: No outstanding remarks by patients. 
II 
---~------· -
I 
Attitude of Nurse Tonard Patient 1 s Friendsl. 
The friends of the patient are often a greater source of trouble 
to the nurse than the patient himself. Visitors resolve themselves into 
two classes : the near and dear relatives and friends , and the casual 
v-isitor. Ministers of the church are usually considered in the same catagoru 
1 
as intimate friends. The near and dear relatives and friends require all 
consideration; at times the situation is complicated by the fact that the 
friend is closer than the relatives. These relatives and friends are 
usually in a mental frame of mind which is not much nearer normal than that 
of the patient. Tht>.t their worry is often groundless does not al ter the 
fact that it is present and affects their whole attitude. In many ca.se:s 
the easJr course would be to excl ude visitors, but this is generally im-
possible, and often the patient, even though seriously ill, is benefited by 
, their presence. A nice balance of all influences by a sane mind whose 
judgment is tempered with kindness and consideration will result i n tactful 
but firm management of visitors , which will gain their friendship and at 
the same time react to the benefit of the patient. 
The more casual visitor is another problem altogether. He has no 
place in the sick r oom of the seriously ill and should be tactfully and 
courteously but firmly excluded. Only the patient who has spent long, 
lonely hours recovering from an illness can appreciate the length of those 
hours and the degree to which they are shortened by the visits of friends 
and acquaintances . But these visits must be regulated by reasonable 
judgment. 
1. MacEachern} 1via1colm T. Hospital Organization and Management. Page 411. 
Visitors-;,-
15. W l" · you visitors rec iv d cor dil'1 l y? 
There Tei'e no o tstanding comments from e..i. t11er ospi tal ·. "l 
t 10 a+ i en ... s felt that visitors ~'= e rece i ved ·or dia l~r. 
See ppe ndix T .L • 
Other Suggestions or Comments 
Boston Hospital: 
Suggest more privacy in l avatory. 
Suggest light for s having. 
"My own personal experience leaves nothing to be sought for 
or desired. I have always felt a sincere affection for 
t:b.is hospital. n 
"Good substantial raise to all nurses. Lower beds - closer 
to the floor, that is"· 
"Student nurses should get an allowa.nce. Graduate nurses 
should get a raise. 11 
"I have received excellent care dur i ng my stay. I cannot 
truthfully find fault with any of your care and services. 
I would reco:mmend your ho&"'}Jital very highly" . 
"I wa.s most happy while a pat.i ent here .. 1 
111 enjoyed my stay here very much. The nm"ses put them-
sel ves out of their wa:r to be nice to me , alwa;ys 
offering little extras to make me more comfortable.' 
nsupervisors should keep trainees more quiet during 
morni~g shift . Super\~sors should not air pet peeves 
i n public, especially in front of trainees . A better 
worldng together as a group should be encouraged. 1 
"No suggestions. Servi ce was wonderful. Kind, efficient 
nurses . Very pleasant stay. Thank you ." 
11
'1Nhen I entered here I was extremely nervous which was 
based on experiences at two other hospitals. Here it 
is a lot of foolishness to be the slightest bit 
nervous . Your nurses are the nicest to be had." 
" .{jere nurses needed. 11 
' I was an accident case from out of s tate. I didn't have 
anythi ng wi th me and hated to ask the nurses to do 
errands. I felt it wasn't fair to the other patients 
to ask a nurse to do t hat for me. It would make a 
patient happy i she knew that it was a certain girl's 
duty and not up -o the nurse, then a pat ient would 
feel like asking. The nurses wer-e very nice and did 
ali these things for me. 11 
"This is my thirr time as a patient in this hospital and 
having told my relatives and friends of the excellent 
and efficient care I have recei ed here in the past 
as we 1 as present j I am happy to illtve the chance to 
tell the same thing to your , the administrati e head 
of tb.is hospital. 
The efflci en y and abi lity of the nurses who took care 
of me , both graduates ani students, cou d hardly be 
improved upon . They are kind, considerate and helpfu 
to the highest degree and are continually thinking of 
the comfort and welfare of their patients. 
As for the medical staff - I think that it is unsurpassed 
y any hospital i n the country. I _ av fou.nd the actors 
_ere ·wil_ ing o give to the patient as much time as t ey 
(the patients) want . 
My reason for not answering questions 13 and 4 is that 
am still a patient here. Howe er, I knoVT that I shall 
be given full and adequate instructions regarding home 
care when it comes time for me to leave. 
lthough I ha.ve sta.ted that the efficiency and abil ity 
of the nursing staff could not be improved pon , there 
is one suggestion I wou.ld like to make. I think it 
would be a sound and practical idea to grant student 
nurses a weeldy or monthly sum of money. They work 
and study just as hard as nurses in other hospitals 
in Boston and vicinity who do get paid. 
In addition I think it would boost morale an give 
them a.'lJ. added incentive. " 
Excellent Public Relat.ionsJ 
--======================~=-=-==-=-~~~~-~==============~==============! 
Rural Hospital: 
Suggest visiting hours 6 to 8 so working people would 
hav-e more time to be with loved ones . 
Suggest longer visi ting 1ours. 
11Sp cial nurses noisy, giggling, and prevent proper rest. 
11M:ore nurses on evening and late nights are needed. Lack 
of nurses resul·t> i n patients being wakened. too early. 
For those who recei ve communi on, fresh water should be 
brought in instead of usual overnight water whi ch has 
become warm, slimy, and undrinka le. 11 
111fihen a p ati ent is in a lying pos iti on and cannot get u 
a nurse should assist the patient uri ng meals. 11 
"Too much noise day an night . Ra.dios too loud. 1 
111 was never ir • .:1 .wspi t a in fifty years and I dreaded 
Hospital it is like a 
" 
it . Now h .rt.:;; c...~ 
second home ." - ----
would like to be fi-ed up ear ier. It takes away 
from the patie nt the c _ance of sitting up in th..e 
morning to regain strength. " 
"First , let me add this observation - the wi l ling co-
operation among the nurses is just what it should be. 
I t is deli ghtful to watch. 
Secondly, I have noted that when we try to keep the 
r ules concerni ng · si tors etc., those in authority 
"let them by". 
Lastl y , I f eel very strongly that some system here 
being follovved whereby whole classes are removed from 
the floors for an entire day makes i t impossible to 
ttend t o patients proper ly and is most con ucive to 
causing criticism, discontent, and sometimes suffering . 
May I add that smoking i n bed is in my opiP..ion most 
dangerous f or a.ll concerned. n 
GENERI\L INDIC TIONS IN SURVEY RESULT 
I. Do attitudes differ in hospitals serving a rural a.rsa? 
T .. e outstanding areas of criticism were : 
A. Explanat i on of ho&'Pi-tal regulations, visiting hours, etc. 32% 
B. Explanations of procedures and treatments 10% 
C. Dietary 18% 
¥e must con ider these as high percentages since we have 
acknow edged the importance of such factors i n the maintenance of good 
public relations. They are comp rati vely higher than the r.e rcentages 
obtained from the study in the Boston general hospital. (See Appendix 
III ( ~~ ).) 
We may attribute the first two failings to the unusual de-
pendency on others in this new situation and his lL~ited knowledge of 
what i expected of him; also the fact that he is unfamiliar -vr.i..th hos i als 
in genera . 
A far as= the food problem is concerned, the fact that many are 
from outlying farms may have some significance. They are accustomed to 
a di ferent t ype of food. The adjustment to hospital diets is more 
difficult than for people wor i ng in the city, who , of necessity many 
time, "Eat to live" not "live to eat11 • 
II. Does hospital insurance influence at.titudes of patients? Does it 
create an atmosphere of expectar~y rather than appreciation? I n 
ther words, do patients demand more because it i ncurs no addi-
tional expense to them? 
--~ --==-= ::::-
47. 
I I. Do men or women have more criticisms? 
Female atients 
I nsurance No Insurance 
60% 40% 
Male ati ents 
I nsurance No I nsurance 
.59% 41% 
T e men were more generally concerned with practical suggestions 
such as facilities , nurses' pay, an ~~e like . They were unan~ously 
in favor f seeing many different nurses t rougho 1 the da.y. On the Y hol e 
they offere. few camp eints as to service. 
Women patients are seemingly more concerned with emotional 
ru1d psychological f actors such as feelings of security, kindness, and 
effici ency of nurses . 
There is no apparent significance attached to the fact that a 
atient has or has not hospital insurar~e . It might be expected that 
pat i ents with insurance would be more demar.d.ing but comments and 
suggestions came from both groups with even distribution of sour es . 
-=---=-=-- ~-==. ~-- ---=-
48. 
ATTITUDES Oli' "NURSE-F. TIENTS'' 
I • Do nurses as p tients feel th..at hospitals give a ,equate service? 
The sam questionnaire was mai l ed to nurses who ha been 
patients. The survey was confined to the same general hospital i n Boston. 
This group ~as not contacted for the purpose of determining numbers of 
those favoring or cr i t i ci zing certain es serrti als 3 but rat er for an over-
all survey of attitudes and a list of speci ic suggesti ons and cri t icisms 
from a nurse's point of view. 
With :few exceptions nurses f ound t he service t o be what they 
expected, as nurses , it should be. I n other words , the change of role 
presented no hardships . 
The f ollovl:i .. ng comments were made: 
Nursi ng ervice: tt:Nurses are rushed and overworkedn . 
"One nurse gi •es the pat i ent a sense of security 
since s a is familiar with her needs. 11 
"A change during the day is fine, but i is nice 
to have he sa~e nurse at least each morning 
for care. I n this way she is familiar wi th 
you and your needs. " 
DietarJ Service : "Everything about the food was wonderful". 
Medical Staff : 
"Could have been hotter" . 
"More than attenti ve and attitude to ward pati ents 
is far above most Bost on hospi tals 11 • 
11Nurses could be a little more t houghtful of the ambulatory pat i ent." 
"Technician from Lab. was really s lovenly in appearance and brusque i n 
manner". 
~Vhen we speak of patient opinion moldi ng unfavorable publ ic 
relations, we might have i n mi nd a questionnaire which appeared as follm¥s : 
l. Were you received and admitte to the hospital in a warm, f riendly, 
manner? 
Yes 
2v Were regulations of the hospital, \~siting hours, etc. discussed with 
you? 
No , but I was only going to stay a day or two. 
3. Did the nurses make you feel "at home' when you reached your room? 
Not Particularly. 
4. Was the nursing care efficient and satisfactory? 
No. Bell was not answered and I never did receive a 
blanket whl.ch I asked for and my n1e icat.ion 
which was a sedative arrived one hour after I 
asked for itl 
5. Were procedures and treatments explained to you so that you were 
at ease? 
No 
6. Do you prefer to have one nurse care for you or do you like to see 
different nurses throughout the day? 
Prefer one nurse 
7. Has the service of workers other than nurses been quiet and ei'ficient? 
Yes, fairly so 
8. Did you receive prompt aDd courteous service at X-ray, etc.? 
Did not have X-ray 
9. Were your trays attractively served and the i'ood satisfactory? 
I 
Food was satisi'actory ~ut not hot 
10. Was your r oo_ properly cared i'or? 
Yes 
11. Were your flowers giv n proper attention? 
Not tuuched 
12. Was the care and service of the medical stai'i' satisfactory? Do you 
i'eel that the doctors gave you as much time and attenti on as they 
so. 
sh_.9u)_d h~va? -==-"' =- --- -=~ __ ___ = --=--==- __ ..,JL ___ =--==== 
Yes, better than tle nurses 
13. Were you given adequate instructions as to home care before you 
were discharged? 
No 
14. Were you escorted to your car by a nurse? 
No - no one helped me get ready and my family 
wait d an waited and no one told them 
ow t get me or where they were to go . 
15. Were your visi ors received cordially? 
ot p~.rticularly. 
OTHER SUGGESTIONS OR Cmi)]:ENTS: I think more promptness in answering 
bells and certainly assistance in 
lecvi ng hospital - could have 
vJalked - and no one any the wi ser. 
T ese questionn~ires were mailed to patient~' _omes. The 
foregoing is evidence of the value of determining patient attitudes 
during hos_Jitalizati on when mis onceptions an mi sundc standing c~m be 
orrectad. A patient discharged wi th this attitude sprea spoor public 
rel ations f ~ ·0h hospital. Just one patient can do reat harm and 
spoken wor s cannot be recalled. Ho~ was this feeling arouse ? If the 
hospital is at fault something must be done t o educate each worl;er in 
the importance of human relations i n public relations .. 
51. 
ATTITUDES OF 1 UNWED" MOTHERS 
V. Do "unwed" mothers give evidence of a feeling of prejudice on the 
part. of the hospital staff? 
Tbis survey •~ as 2. s o d ne with the hope of determini ng o· erall 
attitudes. 
Most of these girls are apparently sati ied with the c e t hey 
are receiving. They gave no indication that they sensed any ill-feeling 
t oward them on the part. of the hospi t.al persOTh!el. 
fact which mig t ea some significance is that none o · the 
girls c ntacted in this stu y hav-e hospitaJ. insurance. H~my are;, wit~ out 
doubt, service or charity patients, although the hospital offers seri ce 
' to a 1 cl asses. Considering the age group i n o 't hie. the majority of 
t Lese girls fall, however, we might hardly expect many of them o ha 
·work a a 1 or not long enough t o oe bl e to afford any type of insurance • . 
There is a possibility that wit. o. pi tal insurance they might 
have a different attitude. This could no·t be de .:.nitely conclu ed, 
1 1ever, since the results of other parts of the survey show little 
corre ation be+·ween hospital insurance and demands o patients. 
The only critici sm, an one made by Ewst of these girls, was 
lack of attenti on by the medical staff . Thay fee1 , and ·ustly so , t 1at 
they shou .d have s much and as efficioo.t care as any other m ternity 
pa.t i cnt. 
--- -==== 
52. 
CONCLUfiON 
From such a study much may be learned that is of advantage and 
that might not ot :erwise be known. 
There is a world of encouragement in the steadily rising 
,standards of hospital service, but most encouraging of all are certain 
little tr.rl.ngs that show consideration for the feelings of atients~ 
1~ 
-~-
-- --
"If publ ic relati ons is seen as the essential instrument 
in the development of public response to voluntary 
hospitals , and if voluntary hospitals are to rely on 
this response for their continued existence , then public 
rel ations must be regar e as indispensable to the 
preservation and de elopment of the voluntalJr hospital 
movement. So conceived, the cultivation of public 
relations becomes an essential hospital activity and i t 
be.ooves us to study and employ its £rinciples and 
technics with the greatest of care . 11 • 
' The rains descended and t J.e winds blew and beat 
upon the house and it fell not because it was 
founded upon a rock. tt 
Emch, Arnold F. 
October, 1940 . 
-=-=..:::. = 
"Basic Principles of Public Relati ons . 11 
Page 104. 
Hospitals , 
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I 
In an effort to provide the best possible care for our patients, we 
would like your frank opinion on the following points. The questionnaire , 
when completed, may be placed in the attached envelope and sealed. It may 
be left with the nurse on the Hall or with the Business Office when you are 
I discharged. Your co- operation will be greatly appreciated. 
Are you a male or female? 
------
Do you have hospital insurance? 
----
1. Were you received and admitted to the hospital in a warm, friendly 
manner? 
2. Wer e regulations of the hospital , visiting hours , etc. , discussed ··with 
you? 
3. Did the nurses make you feel "at home" when you reached your room? 
4. Was the nursing ca.re efficient and satisfactory? 
). Were procedures and treaunents explained to you so that you were at ease . 
6. Do you prefer to have one nurse care for you or do you like to see 
different nurses throughout the day? 
7. Has the service of workers other than nurses been quiet and efficient? 
I. 
I 
,, 
- ...... } 
8. 
il 
r_o. 
'I ,,
I 
,I 
CLl. 
II 
II 
II 
I, 
II 
12 . 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
,' 
14. 
1: I, 
I 
Did you receive prompt and courteous service at X-ray, Basal Metabolism, 
etc.? 
1Here your trays attractively served and the food satisfactory? 
las your room properly cared for? 
Were your flowers given proper attention? 
Was the ca.re and servi ce of the medical staff satisfactory? 
Do you feel that the doctors gave you as much time and attention as they 
should have? 
Vlere you given adequate instruct ions as to home care before you were 
discharged? 
V!ere you escorted t o your car by a nurse? 
V'fere your visitors received cordially? 
l Any suggestions you make for improvement of our standards , hoVT very 
I minor they may seem to be, wi11 be given serious considera tion. 
Sincere1y and gratefully. 
1! OTHER SUGGESTIONS OR COMiv1EN'l'S: 
Dat,e 
To our Patients: 
It is our sincere desire at all times to serve our patients in the 
best possible maPner . If we succeed in this endeavor, we would like you 
to tell us about it. But, even more i.mportant to us is knowing if we have 
failed in any way to make your visit to our hospital a pleasant experience. 
We are very anxious to have you tell us what you liked or what you did not 
like so that those taking your place in tl-JS future may have the benefits 
of your experiences . 
As you will see, no name appears on the attached questiormaire. ~~en you 
return the form to us your identity is completely· lost and there is 
absolutely no way of knowing from whom the suggestioP~ are received. Vfhen 
you give us your complaints you help us to remedy any faults which may be 
present . By completing the questionnaire and returning it to us , you are 
helping us greatly in our efforts to give you and your frierrls the best 
possible service. 
Please take this oppor tunity to tell us what you think about the service 
you received while in our hospital. 
Sincerely, 
(Signed by the Administrator) 
II. 
Comparison of Results 
{.iuestion No. 
1. 
6. 
8. 
~ :- 9. 
10 .. 
11. 
12 .. 
1.5. 
F - Favorable opirdons 
GE ERAL HO ITAL 
Boston Rural 
F. U. F.--u. 
100% 
90% 10% 
100% 
99% 1% 
95% 5% 
8% - One 
78% - Diff. 
14% - Either 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
96% 4% 
68% 32% 
100% 
100% 
8.5% 1.5% 
2(>,'1, - One 
70% - Diff. 
10% - Either 
98% 2% 
96% 4% 
2% 18% 
·100% 
9.5% 
100% 
100% 
96% 
100% 
5% 
4a1 /D 
U - Unfavorable opinions 
III. 
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